The 12th eLearning Africa Ministerial Round Table took place in Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire on
October 23rd, 2019. Participants, who included representatives of both African Governments
and international organisations, discussed steps that might be taken towards uniting the
continent in what could eventually be the world’s biggest single market, and creating the right
environment for this to happen. The Round Table produced a set of recommendations designed
to help Africa prepare itself for the development of an African Continental Free Trade Area.
African governments are taking important steps towards uniting the continent in what could
eventually be the world’s biggest single market. As such, it may quickly become a magnet for
investors keen to capitalise on the many opportunities already apparent in many rapidly
growing African economies.
Last year's Kigali Declaration launched the African Continental Free Trade Area - one of the
most significant agreements in African history. Initially signed by 44 African countries, it has
laid the foundations for the creation of a single African market and customs union - not just for
goods but for services, investments and intellectual property too. With the removal of tariffs
and many non-tariff barriers to trade, together with the possibility of free movement of labour
across the African continent, the potential economic benefits are enormous.

However, MRT participants agreed that, in order to make the most of this opportunity and to
ensure that young people, in particular, benefit from it, attention must quickly be focused on:


What African governments should do now to raise awareness



How governments should prepare themselves, their businesses and citizens



What policy decisions will be necessary to make Africa’s workforce attractive to
investors



How employers and workers can be encouraged and assisted to make the most of the
new opportunities?



The skills that will be required for the new jobs that will be created



The role ICTs can play in preparing Africans for a single African market



How technology can help to ensure that the wealth of traditional African knowledge is
not lost in the transfer to a new age of competition and interdependence

With a population of 1.2 billion people and a GDP of $2.5 trillion, if all African Union member
states sign up to it, the African Continental Free Trade Area could be a catalyst for lasting
change and sustainable growth in Africa, enabling Africa to meet the goals set out in the UN’s
2030 Sustainable Development Agenda and, more specifically, the African Union’s Agenda
2063, “The Africa We Want”. The important questions the round table sought to answer
included:


What will be needed to ensure that Africa's young people are ready to make the most of
the opportunity?



How can African Governments help to inspire young Africans, particularly budding
entrepreneurs, and how can they provide them with the skills they will need?



How can African Governments ensure that AfCFTA leads to improvements and does not
lead to the introduction of a range of new problems?



How can AfCFTA be truly African?

The observations and recommendations from the round table fell under six headings:
-

The benefits of an AfCTA;
The enabling environment needed for success;
Sustainability;
The education requirements;
The role of technology; and
Public policy

The AfCFTA can help countries benefit by:
- Adding value to industry
- Creating the potential for new investment
- Opening up opportunities for new jobs in traditional sectors
- Creating new jobs in new industries, brought about through advances in technology

For this to happen, several factors need to be considered:
- Transportation infrastructure between countries, including roads, rail and air links
- a strong IT infrastructure across the continent that enables producers to gain access to
markets and market intelligence
- Procurement processes that ensure a preference for African goods and services, rather than
imports from outside the continent
- Tax reductions on machinery and other resources to increase the competitiveness of national
products and services
- Specialisation, so that competitive advantage can be gained by countries increasing
production in areas where they have relative strengths
- A smooth transition to a free trade area in which the internal market for African goods and
services can grow.

Climate change is already having a major impact on African economies, so sustainability is an
increasingly important issue in the creation of an African single market. Governments must bear
in mind that:
- The need for sustainability should form a crucial part of any redesigned education curricula
- The education system will be key in developing students’ awareness of this need
- By creating a free trade area, economies of scale can be achieved together with an imperative
to use fewer resources.

People are the key to Africa’s future success, and with Africa benefiting from a young
population, they could be the innovators of the future:
- Increase the skills of workers through training and the encouragement of ingenuity and
innovation
- Identify and develop relevant competences required for existing and new jobs
- Adapt education systems to become more relevant for future needs, learning from best
practice
- Contextualise learning from examples across the continent
- Teach the right competences to be competitive in international markets

- Develop the critical thinking skills necessary for innovation
- Encourage skills development in areas of specialisation
- Provide opportunities for free movement of people to learn in other educational systems and
to work in new industries
- Develop mutual understanding
- Promote language learning in the most commonly used African and European languages

Technology has a vital role to play in many areas. Africa needs to:
- Create services that can compete on the continent with global industries, which is achievable,
given the size of the population (the development of AI products could be just one example)
- Use translation and audio-visual tools to overcome language barriers
- Extend access to elearning to develop new skills as they emerge,
- Increase internet access to enable timely retrieval of knowledge and information.

Public policy is imperative in ensuring demand for African goods and services increases both
locally and in international markets. Governments need to:
- Set policies and communicate them clearly
- Raise public awareness as soon as possible
- Reduce taxes on the resources needed for production
- Encourage the growth of new and future industries brought about by the advances in
technology
- Move from the export of raw materials towards the production and export of finished goods,
in order to create an internationally competitive market within Africa and the rest of the
world
- Recognise and develop existing skills in micro businesses
- Empower women, who often trade on country borders
- Address the rural-urban divide to increase productivity and open up new markets within
Africa.
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